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Issue Description
Rapid technological change is generating discussions regarding the
relationship between technology and society. The unknown nature of
this future relationship generates new, important, system-wide ethical
issues and dilemmas related to engineering and how the engineering
community will respond. The key question for our future is whether
technology will shape the future or will humans shape technology. The
key question for the engineering community is what role we will play in
answering this question.

Synopsis of Provocations

PROVOCATEURS

Rosalyn Berne

CENTER FOR ENGINEERING ETHICS AND SOCIETY
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF ENGINEERING

MICRO-ETHICS & MACRO-ETHICS
Rosalyn Berne presented the concept of “micro-ethics” and “macroethics.” Micro-ethics have been well developed within the engineering
community in the form of virtue ethics, professional duties, and
professional codes of ethics.
Rapid technological change is placing a priority on developing the
capacity of the engineering community to increasingly engage in
“macro-ethical” decision-making, which, according to Berne, requires
“engaging others to define crucial choices that confront technological
society and how to confront them.” Berne proposed that the National
Academy of Engineering (NAE) Grand Challenges (http://www.
engineeringchallenges.org/challenges.aspx) represent an example of
challenges that require macro-ethics.

Arthur Schwartz

DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR & GENERAL
COUNSEL, NATIONAL SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL
ENGINEERS

Greg Hart

THIN AIR LABS, CALGARY, CA
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“

“

AMONG THE UNIVERSAL ETHICAL VALUES ARE HONESTY,
INTEGRITY, PROMISE-KEEPING, FIDELITY, FAIRNESS, RESPECT FOR
OTHERS, RESPONSIBLE CITIZENSHIP, PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE
		 AND ACCOUNTABILITY. – Michael Josephson

Berne also described NAE’s Center for Engineering
Ethics and Society (CEES). CEES is addressing
significant macro-ethical issues in engineering. They
have identified Level 1 project priorities as:

TECHNOLOGICAL DETERMINISM VS.
SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF TECHNOLOGY

ͧͧ Sustainability/Climate Change

Rosalyn Berne described the theories of the
relationship between technology and society. Under
the theory of technological determinism, technology
is irreversible and unstoppable. While under the
theory of social construction of technology, human
action shapes technology. Alissa Fitzgerald, in her
presentation on entrepreneurship, described the
“animistic” stance of the Amish, “Consciously choosing
which technologies to allow into your life and society.”

ͧͧ Diversity

KEY QUESTION: Will humans give into technological

ͧͧ Digitalization / Digital Twins
ͧͧ Teaching Safety in Engineering Curriculum
ͧͧ Plastics Production and Disposal
Arthur Schwartz described emerging areas of ethical
issues and dilemmas being recognized by NSPE.

ͧͧ Technology (digital, nanotechnology,
neurotechnology, biotechnology)

determinism or will humans shape technology?

CASE STUDY: ROBERT MOSES, JANE JACOBS AND DEVELOPMENT
IN 20TH CENTURY NEW YORK CITY
From the 1930’s through the 1960’s, Robert Moses was a powerful figure in the
development of public infrastructure in New York City, including roads, bridges,
parks, and public housing projects. He controlled large sums of public funds and
operated independent of oversight from political leaders and input from the public
in implementing his vision of massive redevelopment projects. Moses addressed
infrastructure through only a technical lens. His view was that engineers were tools
that he could use to put together the technical plans needed to garner funding from
public authorities and politicians eager to show “progress” in support of their reelection efforts. Jane Jacobs was a community organizer, whose career paralleled
that of Moses. She is the author of the well-known book, The Death and Life of Great
American Cities. Jacobs led the opposition, often successfully, to Moses’ projects.
She viewed cities as complex, social, living systems. In her vision for cities, engineers
could have served as actors helping create and guide development.

KEY LEARNING: The engineering community would benefit from a shift in mindset
to a broader view of engineering challenges and approach their role in society in the
spirit of understanding the entire system impacted by their work.
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CASE STUDY: SMART CITIES
The Smart Cities movement is creating new opportunities and challenges for those involved in the development of
cities. There are numerous Smart Cities technologies being promoted including:

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE &
MACHINE LEARNING

These new technologies come with new ethical
challenges and dilemmas.
ͧͧ Privacy
ͧͧ Freedom (Non-consensual manipulation)
ͧͧ Ownership of an Individual’s Digital Data
ͧͧ Social Justice / Inclusion & Equality
ͧͧ Algorithmic Bias
ͧͧ Transparency / Accountability
ͧͧ Competence / Technological Dependence
ͧͧ Conflicting Cultural Values
ͧͧ Unintended Consequences
ͧͧ Human Well-Being
ͧͧ Trust in Free Markets / Role of Government
ͧͧ Value Creation – Private Corporations v. Citizens
and Nature (Exploitation v. Stewardship)
Greg Hart of Thin Cities Lab in Calgary challenged the
Summit 6 participants to understand that spending
on cities and urban infrastructure is reaching an
inflection point with huge expenditures in the pipeline.
He posed the questions, “Will 21st Century urban
development using Smart Cities technologies follow
a similar path to the way 20th Century cities were
shaped by the automobile?” Finally, Greg encouraged
the engineering community to be guided by “doughnut
economics,” recognizing both ecological ceilings and
social foundations of well-being.
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INTERNET OF THINGS

“

AUTOMATED TRANSPORTATION

ALL PRODUCTS OF
TECHNOLOGY PRESENT SOME
POTENTIAL DANGERS, AND
THUS ENGINEERING IS AN
INHERENTLY RISKY ACTIVITY…
ENGINEERING SHOULD BE
VIEWED AS AN EXPERIMENTAL
PROCESS. IT IS NOT, OF
COURSE, AN EXPERIMENT
CONDUCTED SOLELY IN
A LABORATORY UNDER
CONTROLLED CONDITIONS.
RATHER, IT IS AN EXPERIMENT
ON A SOCIAL SCALE INVOLVING
HUMAN SUBJECTS.
– Ethics in Engineering,
Martin and Schinziger

“

WIDESPREAD DATA COLLECTION
& DATA ANALYTICS

Key Takeaways for the Engineering Community
ͧͧ Macro-ethical decision-making requires engineers
to develop skills in facilitating systems thinking
– adopting a holistic viewpoint and recognizing
context and complexity.
ͧͧ Engineers need to develop reflective thinking
skills – pausing to consider the bigger picture,
thinking long term, and recognizing unintended
consequences.

ͧͧ Engineers need to be aware of the limitations of
“technology goggles,” focusing solely on technical
solutions.
ͧͧ Macro-ethical decision-making requires engineers
to be engaged earlier and more collaboratively in
project selection / problem formulation.
ͧͧ Macro-ethical issues and dilemmas require
multi-disciplinary approaches and creative
collaborations that recognize human impacts as
well as technological solutions.
ͧͧ More involvement of the public and all impacted
stakeholders is needed in macro-ethical decisionmaking.
ͧͧ Communities need to take a proactive approach
to defining their future, and engineers need to be
at the table.
ͧͧ The engineering education system needs to
address this need for non-technical skills.

BEST PRACTICE APPROACH: IEEE’S “ETHICALLY ALIGNED DESIGN” INITIATIVE
An innovative and comprehensive approach to the ethics of engineering practice. Download IEEE’s
"Ethically Aligned Design" publication at this link https://ethicsinaction.ieee.org/.

MISSION: To insure every stakeholder involved in the development of autonomous and intelligent systems
is educated, trained, and empowered to prioritize ethical considerations so that these technologies are
advanced for the benefit of humanity.
ͧͧ Ethically Aligned Design Principles
ͧͧ Human Rights
ͧͧ Well-being
ͧͧ Data Agency
ͧͧ Effectiveness
ͧͧ Transparency
ͧͧ Accountability
ͧͧ Awareness of Misuse
ͧͧ Competence
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ECL-USA Next Steps (As Influenced by the
Experiences of ECL-Canada)
Continue to focus
attention on
macro-ethics and
provide a safe
space for exploring
macro-ethical
issues, helping
develop theory/
guidance and case
studies, convening
forums, and
including macroethics reflection in
the work of ECLUSA.

Network with
other members of
the engineering
community doing
“good work”
with respect
to ethics and
communicating
about this “good
work.” IEEE’s
“Ethically Aligned
Design” is an
example.

Utilize our
“Incorporating
Leadership in
Engineering
Curriculum”
initiative as a
forum to further
explore the
inclusion of
non-technical
leadership skills
in engineering
curriculum.

Engage engineers
from the public
sector in our
explorations
of engineering
ethics and project
selection/problem
formulation.

Continue to
explore the
re-invention of
the ecosystem
that engineers
practice in as
a system that
better addresses
new macroethical dilemmas
and improves
decision-making.

Sources of Learning
ͧͧ The Smart ENOUGH City, Putting Technology in Its Place to Reclaim Our Urban Future, Ben Green, The MIT
Press, 2019
ͧͧ “How to Stop Technology from Destabilizing the World,” Tristan Harris, Center for Humane Technology
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UfMzyBkzuEc&feature=youtu.be
ͧͧ Should This Exist Podcast, “3DR: When Your Invention Becomes a Weapon: What is the inventor’s
responsibility?” https://shouldthisexist.com
ͧͧ Ethically Aligned Design, IEEE, https://standards.ieee.org/content/ieee-standards/en/industryconnections/ec/ autonomous-systems.html
ͧͧ The Ethics of Invention: Technology and the Human Future, Sheila Jasanoff, W. W. Norton & Company, 2016
ͧͧ What Technology Wants, Kevin Kelly, Viking Press, 2010
ͧͧ Doughnut Economics: 7 Ways to Think Like a 21st Century Economist, Kate Raworth, Chelsea Green
Publishing, 2017
ͧͧ The Power Broker: Robert Moses and the Fall of New York, Robert A. Caro, Vintage, 1975
ͧͧ The Death and Life of Great American Cities, Jane Jacobs, Vintage, 1992
For more information on Engineering Change Lab-USA, contact Executive Director Mike
McMeekin at mike.mcmeekin@lamprynearson.com and visit our website www.ecl-usa.org
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